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If you are preparing for the TCS recruitment process, the idea of placing company documents will certainly help you plan your training and studies accordingly. The test does not consist of any technical issues. It basically has three sections. Sections are a verbal section, a section of quantitative abilities and a section of critical reasoning. The verbal section
consists of 32 questions and a time of 20 minutes. There are 10 questions, each based on synonyms and antonyms, while 6 questions about understanding reading and another 6 at the end of the sentence. The quantitative section consists of 38 questions that must be done within 40 minutes. The questions are based on general mathematical abilities. In
fact, most of the questions are repeated, if not word to word, at least the picture remains the same. With a thorough study of previous years of TCS Placement documents, B.Tech students can easily hack into documents. The Critical Reasoning section contains 12 questions that will be taken in 30 minutes. However, these issues are a little difficult and
require practice. The following links contain samples of documents that will help prepare for TCS tests. Download TCS Accommodation Documents Download TCS Accommodation issue Paper 1 Download TCS Accommodation issue Paper 2 Download TCS Accommodation Issue Paper 3 Download TCS Accommodation Issue 4 Download TCS
Accommodation Issue 5 Download TCS Accommodation issue Paper 6 Download TCS Placement issue Paper 3 Download TCS Placement issue Paper 8 Download TCS Placement issue Paper 9 Download TCS Placement Issue Paper 10 Download TCS Placement Issue Paper 11 Download TCS Placement Issue Paper 12 TCS Accommodation
Documents from Decision 2020 - Candidates who want to join India's top IT company and are looking for general requests like TCS Placement Documents, TCS Resolved Issues Documents and Previous Year Placement Documents, TCS Ability Issues, TCS Selection Process, TCS Email Writing Issues, TCS Interview Issues, TCS Interview Issues, etc.
Download the TCS NCT Hall Ticket 2020 TCS National Qualifying Test (Ninja Hire) Good news for all candidates preparing for the TCS drive, here we have downloaded the placement of paper that you can practice to score good grades in a written exam. TCS Accommodation Documents with The Solution 2020 Tata Consulting Services (TCS) is considered
one of the leading global IT companies. Every graduate candidates desire to get a place with top companies like TCS. The TCS recruitment process has been changed since recent years. TCS Latest Placement documents help candidates prepare for the latest TCS selection process. Latest TCS Resolved Placement Documents Download TCS Selection
Process Begins With Writing The first stage of the recruitment process is also considered a bit difficult. In order to qualify the TCS Written Test Candidates must prepare according to the TCS Aptitude Placement Papers. To help students preparing for the TCS Written Test some of last year's TCS Decided Placement Documents are listed here. Applicants
can download TCS documents and improve their training. The email section is also critical in the TCS Aptitude Written Test. It must be prepared according to the latest TCS placement documents. All placement documents with the PDF solution Download the TCS Selection Process Written Test Pattern 2020 Candidates should be aware of the TCS latest
selection process and a written test exam template. Noe TCS has changed its recruitment process to recruit fresh candidates. In the first phase, TCS conducts a written test for applied candidates in various cities and colleges. The written test is also divided into two parts, i.e. writing e-mail and quantitative abilities. Applicants can prepare themselves from
TCS last year posting documents for a written test. Typically, TCS The latest selection process includes the following steps : Aptitude Written Test - Online Test Technical Round 1 Technical Round 2 HR Interview Important TCS Coding Issues TCS Catalog Download Solved TCS Accommodation Documents with Pdf All The Latest TCS Placement Issue
Documents attached here. Candidates can download this link below. TCS Model issue documents ans sample question documents for the practice are also listed. Preparations should be reviewed by the TCS decision placing documents with on time. Applicants must focus the TCS written test to qualify for further rounds. TCS ability issues should be
prepared according to the latest TCS issue documents. Download TCS Previous year placement issue paper Download TCS Placement paper with the decision to download TCS model question documents Most often requested by TCS Accommodation Issues TCS Interview PDF Download TCS Download TCS Ability Issues with the TCS Test Pattern
Schedule Written Test Issues All Candidates can download TCS Placement Documents with the 2016 solution, TCS Previous Year's issue Pdf Documents from this link and start preparation. All other TCS placement documents with the solution will be available soon. So stay informed. REGISTER FOR LATEST JOB UPDATES AMCAT Off Campus Drives
Registration Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Google's AMCAT Discount Code (Exclusive on alpingi.com) Written test There were 41 questions in total, and the time allotted was 90 minutes. The round was divided into four sections. The first section was English. This round consists of 15 questions and the allotted time was 10 minutes. The questions were to
fill in the gaps in a word or sentence. The second round was quantitative ability, ability, 15 questions, and the allotted time was 30 minutes. The questions in this round were based on profit and loss, time and work, quantity, time, speed and distance, blood, geometry, and decimal fraction. The third round was a programming concept that contained questions
on iteration, procedural and PLO and data structure. 10 questions were there, and 20 minutes was given to complete it. The fourth round was coding. There was 1 issue of coding on Java, and 30 minutes was given to complete it. The technical interview This round was mainly to test the candidate's logical thinking and how much the candidate knows about
the basics of his subject, any language, data structure and algorithm. The round was divided into two different interviews. The first was TCS Ninja and the other was TCS Digital. In TCS Ninja they asked me about the cut rate, Op-amp and Java related question, how Java can do a few inheritances and some more logical questions. I cleared the ninja interview
and was selected for the TCS Digital interview. In the second interview I was asked about my project last semester. Then the interviewer asked me a few more questions; they were: Sort of large files using a small memory? Explain the bend of the ionosphere? What are the advantages and disadvantages of CDMA? It was a very difficult and difficult round.
With great difficulty, I answered questions, but the interviewer was impressed with my explanations. Then I was sent to another room for the next round. The HR Interview HR interview round was the last round in the process. I was sure that I would be chosen because very few students qualified for the final round. I entered the room and HR greeted me with a
smile. He asked me general questions: Tell me about yourself? Where do you see yourself after five years? What is your long-term goal? How much CTC do you expect? After the personnel round the candidates were sent back, and the results were announced in 2 weeks, and after seeing my name in the list of selected candidates, I was very happy. TCS
Posting Documents 2020 PDF Download Applicants who want a place in a well-known company, i.e. TCS, should read the whole article. Job seekers interested in working with TCS should study and practice TCS placement documents and answer questions. To crack the TCS written test and interview process easily, job applicants must prepare well using
TCS Sample Documents and TCS Test Pattern. Also check: TCS Registration Link Latest TCS Accommodation Documents 2020 In this section, we have provided the latest TCS placement documents that we have collected from various sources. Applicants must prepare TCS Placement Documents 2020 and TCS Model documents to hack the
interview/exam. Before you start training, you always Check the current current TCS Syllabus and Test Pattern. Thus, candidates can qualify the test easily. For leadership contenders, we provide ability, reasoning, and English test documents with solutions. With these hands-on jobs, candidates can get an idea of how to work well in the TCS recruitment
process. You can also check out: TCS Interview Matters Is the right place for job seekers to gather all the necessary information in practice for top IT recruitment companies. This year and for the coming years there is a huge competition for employment opportunities. Anyone who has had the desire to work across India should take this great chance and can
boost their careers. For the sake of the applicants, we downloaded the documents about the placement of TCS in the PDF format. You can download them for offline training. To find out the latest updates regarding TCS Placement Documents bookmarking on this All India Jobs page for further valuable updates. TCS Aptitude Test Placement Papers In this
section we have provided Aptitude Test question and answers with a detailed explanation. Before you participate in TCS Recruiting candidates should pass the submitted sampling questions to get the best result. 1. A, B and C can work together for 72 days. Together, A and B can do twice as much work as C alone, and A and C together can do four times as
much work as B alone. Take the time by ingesting the C taken alone to do all the work. a. 144 days b. 360 days c. 216 days d. 180 days Answer: 216 days Exp: Work done A, B and C together (A) - B - 72 days A - B - 2CA - C 4B Solution, we get 3C and 72 days and therefore C 72'3 and 216 days 2. A and B completed some work together within 5 days. If A
worked twice as fast and B half its own speed, it would take them 4 days to complete the job. How long will it take for A alone to do the job? a. 10 days b. 20 days c. 25 days d. 15 days Ans: 10 days Exp: A and B can jointly do work in 5 days - A q B 1/5 days2A and B/2 1/4 To solve these levels, we get A 1/10 and therefore A will take 10 days to complete the
job entirely on our own. 3. The sum of 2,387 rubles is divided into three parts so that one fifth of the first part, one half of the second part and the fourth and third part are equal. Find the amount five times the first part, three times the second part and four times the third part (in rupees). a. 9982 b. 7812 c. 9114 d. 10199 Ans: 10199 Exp: Let the amount be
divided into three parts X, Y, and S.H. - Y - 2387 X/5 - Y/2 - y/4 - K X - 5K Y - 2K - 4K So 5K - 2K - 4K - 2387 11K - 2387 K - 217 5 times 1st part 4 times 3rd part 3rd part - 5X , 3Y - 4 - 5 (5K) - 3 (2K) - 4 (4K) - 5 (5-21) 7) No 3 (2'217) y 4 (4'217) 5425 and 1302 y 3472 y 10199 4. What is the maximum possible integer n if 16'n divides (44) 44, leaving no
balance? a. 14 b. 15 c. 28 d. 29 Reply: 29 5. In the test with 26 26 five points were deducted for each wrong answer and eight points were added for each correct answer. How many answered correctly if the bill was zero? a. 11 b. 10 c. 13 d. 12 Answer: 10: Exp: Let the number of correct answers be y and the number of wrong answers will be x. (-5)x 8 (y) 0
x y y 26 When solving them, we get x 16 and y 10 6. The air-conditioned bus service from the Simuseri Industrial Park operates at regular intervals throughout the day. It's 3.12pm and it arrived 1 minute ago, but it was 2 minutes late. The next bus is due at 3:18 p.m. When should the next bus be? a. 3:27 p.m. b. 3:29 p.m. c. 15:24 15:25 Answer: 15:27: Time:
Time is in order Now 3:12 p.m. time, in which the bus was to arrive - 3:09 p.m. Next bus time 3:18 pm Interval between the 1st bus and the 2nd bus 0.09 min, so the next bus will be at 3:18 0.09 3:27pm 7. How many license plates can be made if license plates have two letters of the English alphabet (A-W) and then two digits (0-9) if the repetition of numbers
or alphabets is not allowed? a. 56800 b. 56500 c. 52500 d. 58500 Answer: 58500 Exp: Number of English alphabets (a-z) - 26 Number of numbers (0-9) - 10 Number of ways to organize two alphabets without repetition - 26-25 Number of ways to arrange two numbers without repetition - 10-9 number license plates that can be made 26-25-10-9 and 5850 80
8. Sixteen school teams took part in the cricket tournament. The sum of 8,000 rubles should be awarded among them as a prize money. If the team, taking the last place, receives 275 prize points and the reward increases by the same amount for subsequent finishing teams, how much will the team receive? a. 1000 b. 500 c. 1250 d. 725 Ans: 725 Exp: Let
the team that took the top spot receive the amount a. Since the reward money increases by the same amount for consecutive finishing teams, the series will be in the AP. Let the permanent number be d. Now, L q 275, n y 16 and S16' 8000 l y (n - 1) d and therefore 275 - a 15d S16 16/2 (2a) (16 -1) (d) and, Hence, 8000 8 (2a 15d) To solve these equations,
275 - 15d 1000 2a - 15d (2a and 15d) - (a 15d) - 1000 - 275 a 725 9. Father Eshas was 34 when she was born. Her younger brother Shashank, now 13, is very proud to be as tall as her, even though he is three years younger than her. Eshas's mother, who was shorter than Ashe when Shashank was born, was just 29 years old. What is the age of Eeshas's
parents now? a. 92 b. 76 c. 66 d. 89 Ans: 92 Exp: Let Eesha's present age be x. The current age of Ashe's father is x 34 years old, Shashank's age is 13-year-old current age Ashe - 13 - 3 - 16, the current age of Ashe's mother - 29 - 13 - 42 Suma ages of Eshas's parents now - 42, 16 - 34 - 92 10. Fishing is a serious environmental problem. determined that
if the trawler's network is the size of a grid x cm (square mesh), then the percentage of fish entering the net that is caught in the net (100-0.02x-2-0.05x). For example, if the mesh size is zero 100% of the fish that gets into the net will be caught. A trawler with a net with a square grid that was suspected of using an illegal-sized network fell its network into the
ocean near damans and Coast Guard officials arrested the crew. Later, scientists studied the size of the fish caught and calculated that the net used by the trawler, at least 97.93% of the fish entering the net, will be caught. What is the maximum x value for the trawler network? a. 8.5 b.9 c. 11 d. None of the Ans replies: 9 11. In this matter, x'y means x raised
on power y. For example, 2'3'8 and 4'1.5'8. If a,b are real numbers such as a'b'3, a'2'b'2'7, a'4'b'4? a. 49 b. 45 c. 51 d. 47 Ans: 47 12. Set A (0) (1,2,3,4). For n No 0, A (n'1) contains all possible amounts that can be obtained by adding two different numbers from what the number of integers is in A (10). (This is an advanced question) As: 67 13. Review a
hash table with 100 slots. Collisions are resolved by chains. Assuming a simple homogeneous hashing, what is the probability that the first 3 slots are not filled after the first 3 inserts? (NOTE:100 3 means 100 raised to power 3) (This is an advanced question) a. (97'96'95)/100'3 b. (97-96'95)/ (6'100'3) c.(97'97'97)/100'3 d. (99-98-97)/100-3 Ans: (97-97-
97)/100-3 14. In this matter x'y means x raised on power u. For example, 2'3'8 and 4'1.5'8. Find the number of positive integrators n'2000 that can be expressed as n'2'm'2'n, where m and n are integers (e.g. 33'2'0'2'5) (This is an advanced question) Ans: 65 15. The road network covers some cities. City C is only accessible from A or B. The distance from A
to C is 65 km, and the distance from B to C is 30 km. The shortest distance from A to B is 58 km. The shortest distance from P to A is 420 km, and the shortest distance from P to B is 345 km. The shortest distance from the city of P to the city of C inkmsis: a. 153 b. 478 c. 403 d. 375 Ans: 375 TCS Reasoning Test Sample Papers In this session we discuss
argumentative trial work. This session is devoted to an oral test of logical reasoning. Verbal logic always consists of a number of questions. Practice this Reasoning sample of documents before taking part in an online written test. 1 - 4: Read the information below and answer the following questions. A, B, C, D, E, F and G travel in a train coupe from the 3rd -
tier BC berth. Each of them has its own profession of engineer, doctor, architect, pharmacist, lawyer, journalist and pathologist. They occupied two lower berths, three medium berths and two upper berths. The engineer is not on the upper dock. An architect is the only person who occupies the same type that and and B and F are not on the middle berth and
their profession Pathologist and lawyer respectively. C is a pharmacist. G is neither a journalist nor an architect. E occupies the same type of berth as the Doctor. 1. What is the G profession? a. Dr. B.Engineer C. Advocate d. Pharmacist e. Data Inadequate Response: Doctor 2. Which of the following groups occupies the middle berth? a. GED b. GFC c. FEC
d. GEC e. Not from the above answer: GEC 3. Which of the following pairs occupies the lower berth? a. AG b. AD c. AC d. bc e. Data inadequate Response: AD 4. Who is the architect? a. G. F. D. D. D. A e. Not from the above answer: D 5 - 8: Read the following information and answer questions. P, q, R, S, T, you and V seven people sitting around the
circle standing in the center. R is the fourth to the right of the S, which is second to right of T. P is third to left of T. U is not the closest neighbor of the S.V. is not a direct neighbor of P. 5. Who is immediately to the left of P? a.s.B.S.S.S.D.D.E. Not from the above answer: No. 6. Who is to the right of U? a. P. R. R c. T d. q e. No higher answer : R 7. Who is
third to the right of V? a. S b. T c. v e. P Answer: P 8. Who is between T and S? a. R b. V C. P d. q e. Not from the above answer: V TCS Placement Of Syllabus Paper Quantitative Ability Sillabus Probability Permutation - Algebra Combinations Average Speed Time - Distance Time - Operating Profit - Loss Factor - Ratio Simple - Complex Percentage Series
Laughing Volumes Syllabus Series Series Letter Analogy Puzzles Syllogisms Binary Logical Clock Seating Location Venn Charts Solution Coded Inequality Double Line Logical Deduction Routes - Network Grouping - Election Assessment Course Action Statements and Findings Mathematical and Computer Operations Critical Reasoning Conclusions Of the
Situation Reaction Test Solution Creation Symbols and Notation Direction Sense Test Logical sequence of word statements and reason for verifying the truth of the statement statement statements and assumptions of interpretation of the data Verbal Ability Syllabus Synonyms Antonims Offer Completion of Spelling Test Passing Offers Arrangement of Idiom
and Phrases Para Completion Error Fix (Stressed Part) Fill in the Blanks Synonyms Prepositions Active and Passive Voice Spotted Errors Replacement Conversion Conversion Conversion Joining Suggestions CorrectIng Errors (Phrase in Bold) Articles Gerunds Identify Errors Multiple Forms of Odd Words Suffix Tense Homophones Adjectives Identify Noun
Suggestions Offer Tags Issues Download TCS Posting PDF Documents: Click here Dear Readers, Curriculum and TCS posting documents submitted here only for informational purposes. Sometimes companies can change their curriculum and exam scheme. So please check the company's official website for the latest TCS program and exam template.
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